2013 Success Rates
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Spring Bear
First hunt we Killed a 6’ chocolate boar within 2 hours on the first day. It
was this ladies first big game animal.
Second hunt we had three friends. We killed a small chocolate boar and
had close calls on some other bears. The other two hunters used a
handgun and a bow but did not get shots.
Third hunt we had a father and son and they shot a 6’ black boar. We had
a huge chocolate boar coming into the bait they were on but they shot
the black one because it came in first.
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Fall Cast and Blast
We had a husband and wife. They missed an average black boar and shot
several grouse.
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Fall Sheep Hunts
We had two sheep hunters and killed two rams opening morning. One
was a rocky mountain bighorn and the other was a California bighorn
taken in southern Idaho. They scored between 165 and 170.
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Fall Hunts
We had a father/son on the first bugle hunt. They did not kill anything
but had close calls with a 5 point bull, a wolf and a nice buck.
Second hunt we had 4 friends. They killed a small 5 point bull and had
several close calls and misses on some other bulls. They were upset at
the end of the hunt because the weather got bad, the planes could not fly
and they had to stay an extra day.
The next hunt was a 4 day mule deer hunt in the front range. We had 4
hunters and killed 4 bucks. The largest scored over 180.
The next hunt was a combo elk deer hunt. We concentrated mostly on
elk. We killed two 6 point bulls, missed a six point bull and shot a nice
buck and missed 2 or 3 bucks.

The next combination hunt was with 4 hunters. We killed a nice 6 point
bull, missed 3 or 4 nice bulls, missed a couple of bucks and killed some
small bucks.
The last hunt in the front range was with one hunter. It was an elk hunt
and he killed a small 6 point on the first day.
The next hunt was back in the wilderness. We had a deer hunter and he
killed a 4 point buck.
The next hunt we had two hunters and they killed two bucks and two
bulls and left two days early. We saw a lot of elk and deer.
The last hunt we had one hunter and he had several close calls on elk
and deer. He almost shot a 5 point in the corral when entering camp. He
wound up shooting a spike bull and a 4 point buck.
This year the fish and game gave us a new, very limited hunt. There are
only 5 tags available on a lottery draw. We had a 12 year old hunter who
took a 165 buck. We saw at least 500 head per day. This hunt is good for
the month of November and is probably the best mule deer hunt I have
ever seen.
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Lion Hunts
We had 3 hunters on the first hunt. They killed two toms and treed a
female with kittens. It was a fun hunt with lots of activity.

